
Sun	in	Libra/Moon	in	Gemini:	
	

Academician	
 
Expressiveness is one of your best talents. Because people feel your basic sincerity 
they react positively to your refined and easygoing manner so you are able to 
convince others of almost anything. Most people like your frankness and know your 
intentions are always the best, even though you frequently alienate some with your 
keen wit. You have to struggle against tediousness and lack of interest. When joined 
with a Gemini Moon the social consciousness and mental strengths of Libra are finely 
tuned. Restlessness and inquisitiveness push you to discover the world, to seek 
answers and hidden truths. You are a real intellectual who stands apart and is 
objective and it is hard for you to comprehend those who are satisfied with outside 
impressions or who choose to settle for the shallow parts of life. You have a love for 
thrills and diversity and are passionate and excitable. Half of you is spent getting 
yourself into trouble while the other half is attempting to get out of it. You can easily 
slide into the trap thinking that the world provides no comfort or promise because you 
are inclined to see life from a removed perspective,. You may seek out transcendental 
experiences through spirituality and the occult arts, rather than placing your faith in the 
here and now. No matter how much you attempt to conform and adjust to the world 
you reside in, you will never stop sensing that you actually belong in another other 
time and place. Your fundamental buoyancy and positive reception of life's biting wit 
should see you through, no matter how gloomy or estranged you may feel. You have 
superb diplomatic abilities in addition to purely rational or artistic abilities. You will 
always hurry to arbitrate any problem in your environs if strain or conflict disrupts 
things. Law, government or social service are places this skill in mediation can be 
applied. You are a pagan and a radical at heart. Disillusionment with the world can 
bring about an assortment of harmful answers: You are an excellent actor and you 
may choose to play roles that fit the moment or you could depart completely. Just 
being yourself is a challenge. Try to recognize your being and your individuality. Only 
by discovering from others can you start to believe who you actually are, so be 
socially engaged. Your sense of humor is one thing you have going for you and you 
are able to express amusement with yourself and at the human predicament. 
  


